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GELATO MOLDS
Artisanal gelato epitomizes

190300 Turtle
Mold

the Italian experience and a new art form in

gelato is emerging. Launched in 2013 at Sigep,
the world’s largest gelato show in Rimini, Italy,
Gelato Molds take gelato pans from visually
appealing to stunning. PreGel’s new silicon

190400 Baby
Dinosaur Mold

gelato molds bring forth a dynamic element for
display cases. The molds are new tools that help
attract customers, build unique gelato cakes and
showcase the next level of gelato mastery.
190500 Gerber Daisy
Flower Mold

Our Selection of
GELATO MOLDS
190600 Spring
Cake Mold

190700 Rose
Leaf Mold

A Glimpse at the Process for
CREATING GELATO MOLDS

Rose Leaves:

The easiest of all the molds to use, the Rose Leaves require one flavor of gelato that is piped into
the mold. The excess gelato is removed with an offset spatula and then the mold is placed in the blast freezer. Once firm,
the rose leaves are removed from the mold and used to decorate any gelato pan.

Gerber Daisies:

Dainty and delicate, the Gerber Daisy Flower Mold provides various flower sizes for decorating.
The execution is slightly more tedious than the leaves, requiring that the center of the flower be piped and frozen first.
Once firm, the mold is removed from the blast freezer and gelato is piped into the petals of the mold. Once the petals are
firm after freezing, the Gerber Daisies are ready to be removed and added to gelato.

Turtle:

The more complex of PreGel’s Gelato Molds, the Turtle requires multiple layers of gelato piped one

at a time, then placed in the blast freezer after each layer. The multiple layers and intermitted blast freezing requires dedicated
time, but the outcome creates an eye-catching display for adults and children alike that’s well worth the commitment.

Step-by-Step
tutorials on

www.ThePreGelChannel.com.
To learn more about this intricate art form, contact us today.
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